BARITAN TRADITION: A CULTURAL AND HUMAN RELATIONSHIP IN FORMING ECO-SPIRITUALITY IN WONODADI COMMUNITY BLITAR EAST JAVA
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Abstract:
Tradition baritan is defined by the people of Wonodadi Blitar as a form of gratitude to God for what has been given to them in the form of an abundant harvest. The harvest is a symbol of soil fertility and the safety of the life of the Wonodadi people as a form of blessing. Tradition baritan with the takir plontang symbol means that protecting nature is the duty of humans to be stable in carrying out life. This research is qualitative research with a phenomenological approach to make it easier to identify a community phenomenon based on individual experiences in the community, data obtained from observations, and interviews by focusing on the Wonodadi Blitar community with predetermined criteria and supported by the study of Sociology of Religion to strengthen one analysis of culture, society, and religion. As for the results of the first analysis, there is a function of the relationship between humans and culture, which is seen as preserving baritan as a forum for friendship between people. Second, there is an awareness of the community's eco-spirituality by protecting nature, natural products, and the takir plontang as a manifestation of God's existence in maintaining safety in the process of planting until the results are abundant and blessed.
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Introduction

Human dialectics and culture cannot be separated; humans have the power of thinking and creativity in their work which later becomes a form of culture. The resulting culture has a long process of various social frictions in the community until finally arriving at a social agreement; this position is manifested in multiple cultures. Culture is a strategy which means it is not just a noun or results in the form of material from society; for him, culture is a verb because it relates to feelings,
thoughts, and creations in social space. Thus, culture is understood as the result of human processes, so cultured humans are human beings who work to improve human dignity.

For the Javanese people, culture is inherent in every work of their lives because people believe that what their ancestors have done is a good thing to do now in the culture, which the Javanese community, elements of values, norms, and philosophy guide every work of the Javanese people’s life. They believe that between humans, nature and God is a pyramid that cannot be separated as a representation of the order of life. Therefore, the Javanese people represent their lives in the form of culture.

Nature, humans, and God as a form of a unified whole in carrying out human life. The balance of these three elements makes the baritan a manifestation of the eco-spirituality of the people in Wonodadi Blitar. Tradition baritan is a form of gratitude to God for the produce they get when the harvest arrives. Tradition baritan held by people at crossroads or forks in the road as a form of harmony. Baritan is a form of embodiment of community culture, which can be said to be a pattern of world balance so that it has an impact on a concept of obedience and a form of gratitude for the grace of God who has provided sustenance for it. Tradition baritan in Wonodadi is carried out to welcome the month of Suro in the Javanese calendar and the month of Muharram in the Hijriyah (Islamic) calendar, which is one of the months that the Javanese people believe to be sacred and holy months. The Javanese Islamic community views the month of Shuro or Muharram as the correct month to express gratitude to Allah.

The people of Wonodadi Village carry out the baritan once a year to resist calamities. This tradition is carried out by the Wonodadi Village community so that various kinds of disasters, accidents, and unwanted things do not occur. Because in ancient times, people thought the month of Shuro was very tense. In this way, the community performs salvation traditional baritan to ask God for protection. Tradition baritan is usually carried out by the community in the form of salvation or praying together. To provide limitations in this study, the researchers used previous research in the novelty of the results that would later be obtained.

Previous research related to this research, such as research conducted by Asnawi, with the title of his study, namely: *Baritan Tradition as a Media for Inculcating Religious and Cultural Values in...

---

Salam Wonodadi Village, Blitar. This study discusses the baritan, which teaches values in people's lives. These values include cultural values and religious and cultural values. In the implementation of the baritan itself, it is seen in the village community towards an attitude of respect and harmony. Then it can be used as a moral reference and people's behavior in their social life. From previous research, the existence of the baritan focuses on the values contained in the baritan in people’s lives. And to know the implementation of the baritan in teaching religious and cultural values.

However, this research is distinctive because researchers focus more on the relationship between culture and humans in shaping awareness of eco-spirituality. Community, Blitar, there are many differences between this research and this research, including the approach used using the Sociology of Religion approach, to be more in-depth in analyzing sociologists who intersect with religion. Besides, traditional baritan is carried out as a form and manifestation of the village community's obedience to faith in maintaining harmony by using traditional media.

This research focuses on the relationship between culture and humans in shaping eco-spirituality Public Wonodadi Blitar. Therefore, a specific problem formulation emerged on forming eco-spiritual awareness in the baritan tradition. Because, in practice, this tradition is only a public behavior at the moment moon Syuro a form of gratitude, and after that, there has been no indication of the formation of the public in responding to nature which in essence also has a relationship with God, which is understood by the community, what is called eco-spirituality and strengthens a new awareness with nature and God through tradition baritan.

**Method**

1. **General background**

This research uses a qualitative method based on field data from observations in the Wonodadi Blitar community. This research was conducted with a phenomenological approach to make it easier to identify a community phenomenon based on individual experiences in the community. The data were obtained through in-depth interviews with each resource person involved in this study, which focused on the Wonodadi people of Blitar who practice the baritan. Interviews were conducted in offline mode to find out firsthand what was explained by the informants in explaining the baritan tradition. This study aims to determine the relationship between culture and humans in shaping the eco-spirituality of the Wonodadi Blitar community.

---

research was conducted for 4 months, starting from July to October 2021; this coincided with the month of Shura.

2. Participants

The prominent resource persons in this research are the Wonodadi Blitar Community, divided into categories; 15 randomly chose the Wonodadi community, 5 religious leaders, 4 village officials, 5 community leaders, and Wonodadi village elders 4. Determination of the technique using purposive sampling according to predetermined criteria. More details about the characteristics of the informants can be seen in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wonodadi Community</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious Figures</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village Apparatus</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Leaders</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wonodadi Village Elders</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>33</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results and Discussion

1. **Baritan as a Relationship of Cultural Values in the Religiosity Space**

Culture is a regularity. From the meanings and symbols, Clifford Geertz sees the influence of religion through characters, ideas, and customs in every gap and point of view of Javanese people's life; this can be seen in the form of baritan in Wonodadi village. It can be understood that religion is strongly tied to Javanese culture in the position of the baritan, where the initial procession of this tradition begins with Islamic nuances, such as opening the ceremony by reading al Fatihah, tahlil together, and closing with prayer.

The position of religion as a cultural system is represented through symbols, which aim to create a strong feeling and motivation, easy to spread, and not easily lost in a person. In Clifford Geertz's view, religion is a symbol or sign that applies to Javanese society’s life. The logos contained in this tradition can be seen in the existence of various community produce, tumpeng, and blessings distributed to all the people present so that the ashabiyah in this tradition is bound by a standard idea about the form of gratitude to Allah. These symbols or signs have an essential meaning in

---

people's lives, and also with these symbols lies the values in carrying out religious rituals by the Wonodadi village community, Blitar. With that, Clifford Geertz emphasizes culture in society from the spiritual dimension.  

Like the *baritan* carried out in Wonodadi village, it is a form of culture and religion, and there are religious values in the life of the Wonodadi village community. Tradition *baritan* is carried out by the Wonodadi village community with a salvation system at an intersection or fork in the road.  

![Image 1: The Baritan Tradition](image)

According to Clifford Geertz, slametan is divided into four types, namely: salvation related to birth, circumcision, marriage, and death, salvation related to Islamic religious holidays such as Maulid Nabi, Eid al-Fitr, Eid al-Adha, and so on, salvation related to integration. Village social (bersih desa), the salvation carried out depends on the extraordinary events experienced by a person. Of the several types of salvation, the *baritan* in Wonodadi village is included in salvation related to village social integration. The Wonodadi village community knows as a "bersih desa." The tradition of *baritan* or village cleansing is carried out by the Wonodadi village community, which aims to reject reinforcements or calamities.

The Wonodadi community is a society that upholds tradition; this can be seen in their daily behavior, which is heavily influenced by the spiritual nature of the mind. As with the *baritan*, until now, it is still preserved by the community because it has a high spiritual value inherited by the ancestors. Tradition *baritan* was carried out to show gratitude to God Almighty. *Baritan* has an

---

Understanding. Namely, a form of tradition in the form of salvation carried out at a fork or a crossroads, usually carried out by the community in the month of Syuro.\footnote{Wahyuningsias, W., & Astuti, N. D. (2016). ANALISIS NILAI-NILAI DALAM TRADISI BARITAN SEBAGAI PERINGATAN MALAM SATU SYURO DI DESA WATES KABUPATEN BLITAR. FKIP e-PROCEEDING, 134-138. Hlm. 134}

Tradition baritan has become part of the life of the Wonodadi village community, which can also have a good influence on the social life of the Wonodadi village community. Without realizing it, doing the baritan can create tolerance, harmony, solidarity, and togetherness. Tradition baritan of Wonodadi village is carried out by all groups, ranging from children, teenagers, and adults to the elderly who participate in implementing this tradition. By being followed by the children, it is easy to introduce the culture or customs of Wonodadi village. This can make the baritan in Wonodadi village continue from generation to generation.\footnote{Agustina, A., Ismaya, E. A., & Setiawan, D. (2021). Makna Tradisi Barikan Bagi Pendidikan Karakter Anak Desa Sedo Demak. Jurnal Educatio FKIP UNMA, 7(3), 1213-1222. Hlm. 1213-1214} In addition, the Baritan tradition is carried out to reject reinforcements to avoid various kinds of distress (disaster). This activity has become a tradition and a custom in the Wonodadi village community.\footnote{ASNAWI, A. R. (2021). TRADISI BARITAN SEBAGAI MEDIA PENANAMAN NILAI RELIGIUS DAN BUDAYA MASYARAKAT DESA SALAM WONODADI BLITAR. Hlm. 81}

The Wonodadi people interpret the baritan from the word “lebar rit-ritan” after the harvest in the Syuro in the Javanese calendar because part of the livelihood of the Wonodadi village community is agriculture. So the implementation of the baritan is a form of gratitude for the Wonodadi village community to God Almighty, who has bestowed many harvests, as well as the community’s gratitude to God Almighty, who has given the village of Wonodadi safety and to avoid various calamities. In this case, cultural values are evident in the life of the Wonodadi village community.\footnote{Sri, S., Arif, Z., & Unggul, S. H. (2017). KAJIAN NILAI-NILAI BUDAYA JAWA DALAM KEARIFAN LOKAL “BARITAN” DI ASEMDOYONG KECAMATAN TAMAN KABUPATEN PEMALANG. Hlm. 22}

Tradition baritan is carried out by the community every year; in its implementation, the district uses the salvation system by bringing some food in a banana leaf container equipped with January (daun kelapa muda). People used to call it by the name takir plontang. Takir plontang is a characteristic in the baritan, as well as a symbol for the Javanese people to express the gratitude of the Wonodadi village community to God Almighty.\footnote{Pratiwi, F. I. (2021). Makna Simbol Komunikasi Takir Plonthang Dalam Tradisi Baritan (Studi Kasus Masyarakat Desa Wringinjurjo Kecamatan Gambiran Kabupaten Banyuwangi) (Doctoral dissertation, UNIVERSITAS MUHAMMADIYAH JEMBER). Hlm. 4} Tradition baritan has its values in the life of the Wonodadi village community; matters that can be taken from the baritan include the existence of a culture that must be preserved because the baritan is a culture that synergizes with Javanese customs; as a Javanese society, it is obligatory to keep what has been inherited by our ancestors.

\begin{flushright}
\footnotesize
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Traditions *Baritan* have the value of togetherness and harmony; the *baritan* carried out by the Wonodadi village community is carried out together. This can be seen in the implementation of the *baritan*, which is carried out at crossroads and forks in the road; here is evident the attitude of togetherness of the Wonodadi village community, starting from the pre-event preparation, which is usually done by gathering together in one meeting, until the implementation of the *baritan* is not separated community togetherness. This togetherness shows that this tradition has a religious relationship, as stated in the Qur'an:

وَتَعاوَنُواْ عَلَى الْبَيْنِ الْإِحْسَانِ وَلَا تَعَاوَنُواْ عَلَى الْإِهْمَارِ وَالْخُطَأِ وَاتَّقُواْ اللَّهَ إِنَّ اللَّهَ شَدِيدُ الْعِقَابِ

Meaning: And help you in (doing) righteousness and piety, and do not help in sin and enmity. Fear Allah; Allah is very severe in punishment (Qs: Al-Maidah verse 2).

The third value in the *baritan* is the value of simplicity; the importance of clarity in the *baritan* is seen when people bring some food in banana leaf containers equipped with *janur* (*daun kelapa muda*). The food container, the Wonodadi village community, used to call *takir plontang*; besides that, the dishes served were also straightforwardly brought by each community, so there was no social class that differentiated in terms of words, plus the preparations used were all from the harvest. Wonodadi village community. Fourth, there are religious values; it can be seen in the procession of the *baritan* by starting a prayer together first. Here prayer is included in the spiritual significance in the implementation of the *baritan* in Wonodadi village, as well as a reinforcement that the *baritan* does not deviate from religious teachings.

2. Symbol *Takir Plontang*: Public Awareness of Nature Towards Eco-Spirituality

Eco-Spirituality is a term widely developed by religious communities, combining concepts between nature, humans, and God. However, one of CI's eco-spiritual figures. Coolen and Francis of Assisi see eco-spirituality as a concept of understanding between faith and theology about the existence of a creator who owns this universe. The presence of this ecological nuance in theology creates an idea that nature - everything that is non-human - is a symbol of God's presence as creator; that's why fellow creatures of the god of nature also have a sacred nature that needs to be protected not exploited. Protecting nature is symbolized by the *takir plontang* tradition *baritan* in the Wonodadi community.

The hallmark of implementing the baritan tradition is *takir plontang*, or a pack of traditional food commonly called a blessing brought by the community. The people of Wonodadi village usually carry *takir plontang* according to the number of family members. For example, if there are 6 family members, the *takir plontang* brings 6 pieces. *Takir plontang* contains rice and comes with several side dishes. In addition, there are other complements such as *serundeng*, fried chili sauce, and
vegetables such as *kulupan*. The takir or rice container is made of banana leaves. It is equipped with young coconut leaves or leaves,\(^\text{19}\) taking into account the waste, one of which is a form of the eco-spirituality approach of the Wonodadi community.

![Image 2: Takir Plontang](image)

In the initial process, the local community first prepares *takir plontang*, then the community gathers at a predetermined crossroad or fork in the road. Usually, the people of Wonodadi village gather after the Asr prayer or strictly at 16:30 or 17:00. Furthermore, the implementation of the *baritan* will be started by a prominent person or "modin." First, the *modin* will open the performance of the *baritan* by greeting the surrounding community and continuing with a little introduction. Then the modin will convey the wishes and prayers in Javanese; after that, pray together as a closing carried out by the entire surrounding community led by the modin. Tradition *baritan* in a solemn and solemn atmosphere. After the implementation of the *baritan* is complete, *the takir plontang* will be distributed back to the people who follow this tradition so that there is synergy between culture, religion, and society contained in the *baritan*.

![Diagram](image)

**Table 1: Forms of relations towards eco-spirituality**

\(^{19}\) Fauzi, S. (2016). TUGAS SOSIOLOGI BUDAYA BARITAN. Hlm. 4
The *baritan* is manifested in the form of *takir plontang* as a reflection of gratitude for God's gifts with success in the results obtained by the Wonodadi community. This form of relationship to God becomes a starting point in believing that all journeys in agricultural matters are worship to God. So, the position of humans as servants should be grateful for their gifts; this form of gratitude can be seen in the pattern of the *baritan* that reflects a sense of social solidarity between the Wonodadi people. *Baritan* was a forum for unifying social classes in the Wonodadi community without any differences, poor and rich. This is evidenced by the existence of the *takir plontang*, which means a form of gratitude to God for his gifts; besides that, *takir* implies that human life is still oscillating with the waves of its development. For this reason, religious synergy is needed so that adrift humans can be stable.

Stability in life, of course, is the desire of all humans, but what needs to be realized is that stability will be realized when the relationship between "God, Man, and Nature" synergize. Maintaining the sustainability of life in the world, when that happens, awareness of eco-spirituality will emerge as a bridge between humans and nature to arrive at God who has provided sustenance, in this case, is a blessing, the abundance of crops in the Wonodadi Blitar community. So the *baritan* tradition in Wonodadi village is still maintained and continues to be carried out yearly by the Wonodadi village community. The *baritan* tradition in Wonodadi village is, of course, to preserve the culture because the *baritan* is an ancestral heritage; In everyday life, the existence of the *baritan* in Wonodadi village can be a reference to form characters that can create harmony in the Wonodadi village community and awareness of what God has given to the harvest. The form of the social practice of the Wonodadi community can be seen in the community’s social life, namely mutual tolerance, the creation of harmony, and togetherness in the life of the Wonodadi village community.

In addition, doing the *baritan* in Wonodadi village has several benefits. Tradition *baritan* can teach people the importance of being grateful to God Almighty who has given so much sustenance. In the implementation of the *baritan*, there is a tolerant attitude between people without discriminating. The surrounding community did it for the sake of the performance of the *baritan* going well without any obstacles. And can teach the community about a sense of kinship between communities.20

Tradition *baritan* in Wonodadi village in the form of salvation is carried out by the community to seek safety, peace, and protection from God Almighty. This Baritan tradition is carried out in a sacred manner which is still related to the religion of Islam. The belief or belief of

---

the Wonodadi village community by *baritan* will avoid various kinds of disasters. The idea here means the feeling of the existence of God as the highest truth that is unseen. This can be used as a guide in people's lives in interactions between humans and God, interactions between humans and humans, and interactions between humans and supernatural beings in community life.²¹

The Wonodadi village community is a religious community that upholds tradition. This can be proven that the community performs the *baritan* every year in the month of *Shuro*. Despite the Covid-19 outbreak, the people of Wonodadi village still do it using health protocols, even though the implementation is not like in previous years.²² The people of Wonodadi village until now still maintain and carry *baritan*. This is done so that the *baritan* does not just disappear because this *baritan* has become a habit or custom in the life of the Wonodadi village community.

From the results of an interview with one of the speakers conducted by the researcher about the differences in the implementation of the *baritan* before the outbreak of the covid-19 disease, during the outbreak of the covid-19 illness, and after the outbreak of the covid-19 disease. Before the attack of the COVID-19 illness, the people of Wonodadi village gathered in droves at the nearest crossroads or fork in a hectic way. This tradition is carried out and followed from children to adults, women, and men, young people to older adults follow the course of the *baritan* so compactly. All the surrounding community followed it from the beginning. This tradition was carried out until it was finished in a quiet and solemn atmosphere.

Tradition *baritan* was carried out by the Wonodadi village community when an outbreak of the covid-19 disease was still being carried out. However, the difference is that in carrying out *baritan*, the district must comply with regulations made by the government using health protocols. For example, they must wear a mask during the implementation of this tradition. Maintain distance from one community to another. Here it can be seen that the performance of the *Baritan* in Wonodadi village is carried out. It can be said that very few people follow this tradition because the government forbids gatherings. However, with these restrictions, the Wonodadi village community can still carry out the *baritan* even though it is done.

The traditional *baritan* in Wonodadi village serves as a medium to ask for protection and safety from God Almighty so that the people of Wonodadi village are protected from various dangers or disasters. With the implementation of the *baritan*, without realizing this tradition also has another function: it can create harmony and togetherness in people's lives.²³

---

²³ Ibid. hlm. 150
doing the *baritan* in Wonodadi village are: the existence of the *baritan* can strengthen the relationship between the Wonodadi village community, carry out the *baritan* as one of the respects of the Wonodadi village community for cultural heritage by the ancestors, and the last can create harmony, community togetherness in his social life.  

Based on the results of interviews conducted by researchers, the function of the *baritan*, which is usually carried out every 1 *Syuro* by the Wonodadi village community, is to reject reinforcements. The people of Wonodadi village believe that the month of *Syuro* is tense. Because this month quite a lot of events such as disasters, accidents and so forth. To avoid these things, the community performs the *baritan* located at the intersection of the T-junction of the Wonodadi village road. The surrounding community gathers and prays together to ask for protection from God Almighty. Tradition *baritan* month *Syuro*, there are no more things the Wonodadi village community does not want.

Religion is a form of a religious system that is one of the elements of culture. In addition, religion is also a system of knowledge, language, art, and so on. Religion means a system of cultural values that affect human life and is considered valuable in life. In addition to religion as a value order that connects humans with their God, religion also regulates values related to fellow human beings. This can be seen in the *baritan* in the village of Wonodadi, where doing this tradition can maintain harmony in society.

Most Javanese people still believe in the existence of various spirits such as jinn, demons, and so on. Despite this belief, Javanese people often associate the type of food with traditional ceremonial activities. This aims to seek salvation and the community's gratitude to God Almighty, as a repellent of evil'. Tradition *baritan* in the village of Wonodadi is also aimed at rejecting reinforcements and asking for protection from God Almighty. In addition, the *baritan* feels gratitude for the community by praying together.

Tradition *baritan* month *Syuro* by the Wonodadi village community as a means to get closer to God Almighty. In addition, it is also to ask for safety and protection and as a form of gratitude to God Almighty. Tradition *baritan* is also a means for people to find identity in their lives and "eling la waspodo" in Javanese. This means that man must be himself and remember where he is from and

---


how he stands in the eyes of God. Thus the public must remain alert to something happening so as not to fall into the wrong things easily. Therefore, people must draw closer to God Almighty by praying together to seek protection from unwanted items.27

Based on the results of interviews conducted by researchers, the *baritan* as a form of religion can be seen in its implementation. The baritan was implemented by the surrounding community by praying together and led by community leaders or moderns. This is to ask for protection from God Almighty and as a form of gratitude for the Wonodadi village community. In addition, community leaders or modern people pray using the Javanese language. After that, it is followed by *tablil* and praying together.

**Conclusion**

From the results of the analysis above, it can be concluded that the *baritan* in the Wonodadi community has the value and function of unification between society and culture, which produces an awareness of the form of gratitude for what God has given them so that the existence of God as the essence of the creator can be seen in the form of success in terms of harvest. The harvest that needs to be grateful for the awareness of the Wonodadi people if nature should be protected because the results will be abundant by protecting wildlife. Understanding of eco-spirituality can be seen in the form of *takir plontang*, which does not have an impact on the environment because if we use materials that are not easily destroyed, then the land and nature will be affected by our waste; that is why *takir plontang* environment the Wonodadi Village is free from garbage that is not easily destroyed.
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